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The Flights
November 18th
• Trieste (IT) – München (GER)

• München (GER) – Dublin (IRE)

November 25th
• Dublin (IRE) – Frankfurt (GER)

• Frankfurt (GER) – Trieste (IT)



The accomodation
We stayed at the Albany House Hotel, a 
comfortable and quiet hotel that offered a nice breakfast. 
We were very lucky because 
the hotel is located in the same 
street  of the ULearn school.



The lessons at the ULearn English School

The first day, after a short interview with the Director
of studies, everyone was assigned to the class based on 
the previous knowledge of the English language.
The class consisted of about 12 students from all parts
of the world (Japan, France, Russia, Italy, 
Spain,Saudi Arabia, China, Korea, 
Venezuela,…)



Every day the lessons started at 9.00 a.m. and 
ended at 1.30 p.m.
The first 3 hours were dedicated to learning 
grammar and useful phrases (at the restaurant, while 
traveling, ...)



The last part of the morning was reserved  for conversation 
in other classroom with other teacher and students.

All the teachers explained well, they are very nice and, 
very important, they were Irish !
On Friday, the last day of the course, we did an 
evaluation test to obtain the certificate.



Museums, monuments and other
We spent the afternoons visiting the city, together with 
Iris, Licia and Lorella, some colleagues from 
Trieste.
Dublin is a city that offers many ideas: we have 

visited the best Irish University, the Trinity College  
and inside the huge library where the famous Book of 
Kells is located.







Then we have visited the 
St.Patrick Cathedral …



the Little Museum…



the Dublin Castle(in maintenance)…



walking  in the city, we met some important people of 
the past …

James Joyce Molly Malone



and last, but not least, … 

we visited the  
where we learned its history and, step by step, how this 
famous beer is produced.
In the end, of course, …

CHEERS



In the evening we had dinner in the typical pubs…



and we ate typical Irish dishes. Very good !



And on Saturday…



Usually the school organizes tours on Saturdays. 
We went in North Ireland:  

morning in Belfast …



















…and afternoon to the Giant’s Causeway in the far 
north of Ireland, a wonderful  legendary place…















This week in Ireland was certainly positive: in a few 
days our English has improved and this will certainly 
be useful in everyday work because most of the manuals 
and computer documentation are in English.
Our hope is to repeat this wonderful experience in the 
future.

Thanks !


